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Microsoft Conferencing Solutions
Many organizations have seriously outdated collaboration 
spaces that make it difficult to stay competitive. 
Collaboration is critical for driving innovation, creativity, 
and decision making – all of which impact the bottom line. 
As we work in distributed teams more often, we need 
virtual and physical places that allow us to see our 
teammates comfortably, hear each other clearly and share 
information easily.

If you’re standardized on Microsoft Teams or Skype for 
Business, you’re in good hands. We offer a suite of 
solutions to accommodate all different kinds of 
collaboration spaces – from huddle rooms to work cafés.

Red Thread + Microsoft + Steelcase

Steelcase and Microsoft joined forces in 2017 to create 
an immersive ecosystem of technology-enabled spaces, 
seamlessly integrating Microsoft Surface devices with 
Steelcase architecture and furniture to enable teams to 
perform at their best. With Red Thread’s audiovisual 
expertise and expanded portfolio of collaboration solutions, 
we can make any space a technology-enabled space.

Collaboration Solutions Guide: Microsoft Conferencing Solutions

TYPES OF SPACES

Huddle Rooms Meeting Rooms

Boardrooms Multipurpose Rooms

Work Cafés
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Microsoft 
Surface Hub 2S

Windows 
Collaboration Display 

by Avocor
Logitech Tap - Meetup Crestron Flex C-160

Microsoft Surface Hub 2S 
is a powerful all-in-one 
integrated solution for team 
collaboration. The 50.5″ 
4K+ display has interactive 
touch and built-in Microsoft 
Teams, camera, 
microphone array, 
speakers, wireless 
Miracast display and 
Windows 10. Take Surface 
Hub 2S anywhere with the 
Steelcase Roam Mobile 
Stand and APC Charge 
Mobile Battery.

Microsoft and Avocor have 
teamed up to create an all-
in-one collaboration device.  
The 65” 4K display has in-
glass touch technology for 
interactivity and built-in 
Microsoft Teams, camera, 
4 microphone array, stereo 
speakers, USB connectivity 
and Windows 10. Sensors 
measure environmental 
data such as room 
temperature to improve 
facilities.

Logitech Tap Meetup 
offers a Microsoft Teams 
web conferencing room 
solution with a 10” tap 
touch controller, small form 
factor computer, in-wall 
rated cabling, and Logitech 
MeetUp sound bar with 
integrated camera, 
microphone and speaker. 
The Tap has calendar 
integration, touch-to-join, 
and instant content 
sharing. It is pre-configured 
with room-optimized 
software from Microsoft or 
Zoom.

The Creston Flex C160 is a  
Microsoft Teams 
engineered solution 
comprised of a 10.1” 
wireless touch panel, 
digital media interface, 
audio sound processor, 
and a UC engine running 
Microsoft Teams and 
Windows 10. Connect with 
the HD to USB video 
converter to share content. 
Depending on the size and 
sight lines of the space, it 
may require additional 
microphones and 
speakers. 

Category All-in-one solution All-in-one solution Bundled system Engineered system

Microsoft Teams / Skype for Business    

Display  
Single or dual display 

required
Single or dual display 

required

Built-in Speakers    Speakers required

Built-in Microphones    Microphones required

Cameras    Camera required

Content Sharing – Wired    

Content Sharing – Wireless 

Interactive Touch  

Touch Control    

Other Features MS office, Power BI, 
Applications Room sensors

Applicable Space Settings:

Huddle (3-6 ppl, 8’x10’)  

Meeting (8-10 ppl, 12-15’)  

Boardroom (16-18 ppl, 20-35’)   

Multipurpose (24 ppl, 30’x30’)   

Work café (35 ppl, 40’x40’) 

Microsoft 
Conferencing 

Solutions

Optional 
Cameras

* This is a sampling of 
our product offering.

* This is a sampling of 
our product offering.

Meeting Owl is a 360° all-in one 
audio and video conferencing 
device. Its intelligent software 
provides a panoramic view of the 
room and automatically focuses on 
the active speaker. Ideal for small-
medium spaces.

Polycom Eagle Eye Director uses 
automatic people-tracking technology 
for an engaging, natural meeting 
experience. It automatically zooms in 
on the active speaker and identifies 
everyone within the room. Ideal for 
larger environments.

Polycom Studio provides exceptional 
audio and video quality for smaller huddle 
spaces. It integrates a USB video bar with 
speaker, microphone and camera for 
plug-and-play functionality. Requires a 
computer and web conferencing software. 
Compatible with Microsoft Teams, Zoom, 
GoToMeeting, Cisco Webex and more.
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